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Reviewer’s report:

The authors have included most changes requested by the reviewers. The English has been significantly improved and the document now reads smoothly. A few minor typos (see list below) should be corrected.

The conclusion reads like an abstract (with detailed repetition of results). It could be shortened and strengthened by emphasizing the key points leading to the statements of the last paragraph.

The paper can be accepted for publication (after small corrections)

Minor comments /corrections/typos:
- ensure that the “p” of the p-value is consistently in miniscule
- spell out HI, DC and ANC the first time they are used (also in abstract)
- multi -stage
- respectful for them: respectful OF them (p 8)
- in table, define “RC” as footnote or in the legend

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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